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been sensible of an involuntary revulsion of feeling, when in

contact with the altered race of which, among the low-coun

try Scotch or the English, I have had no experience. I re

member being impressed, in reading, many years ago, one of

Miss Ferrier's novels, with the truth of a stroke that brought
out very practically the ready susceptibility of injury mani

1stcd by the Celtic character. Some visitors of condition

from the Highlands are represented as seeking out, in one of

our larger towns of the south, a simple Highland lad, who

had quitted a remote northern district only a few months be

fore; and when they find him, it is as a prisoner in Bridewell.

Towards the end of September, my master, who had wholly
failed in overcoming his repugnance to labor as a mere jour

neyman, succeeded in procuring a piece of work. by contract.,
in a locality about fourteen miles nearer our home than Co

non-sIde, and I accompanied him to assist in its completion.
Our employment in our new scene of labor was of the most

disagreeable kind. Burns, who must have had a tolerably ex

tensive experience of the evils of hard work, specifies in his

"Twa Dogs" three kinds of labor in especial that give poor
"cot-folk" " flish enough."

"Trowtb, Cesar, whiles they're NON enough;
A collar howkin in a sheugli,
WI' dirty stanes biggin a dyke,
Baring a quanry, and ale Him"

All very disagreeable employments, as I also can testify; and

our work here unfortunately combined the whole three. We

were engaged in rebuilding one of those old-fashioned walls of

gentlemen's pleasure-grounds known as "1a l44" that line the

sides of deep ditches, and raise their tops to but the level of

the sward; and as the ditch in this special instance was a set

one, and as we had to clear it of the old fallen materials, and

to dig it out for our new line of foundation, while at the same

time we had to furnish ourselves with additional materials

from a
neighboring quarry, we had at once the "baring of

the
quarry," the "howkin in. the sheugh," and the "biggin of
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